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Brains are distributed networks of neurons. We cannot understand how brains work, and how 

they fail, ie brain disorders including addiction, without understanding the architecture of these 

networks. Yet after a century of intense research our knowledge of brain connectivity remains 

quite limited, particularly for vertebrate animals including ourselves. Indirect methods such as 

functional brain imaging do not provide ground truth data sets on neuronal morphology and 

projection patterns. Research in this area has been human labor intensive, relying on the visual 

examination of neuronal morphology and distribution under microscopes or more recently in the 

form of digital images. Even quantitative analysis depends heavily on human annotation. 

Moreover, computable ground-truth digital data sets pertinent to circuit connectivity, particularly 

at the whole-brain level, have been lacking.  

 

A decade ago, we proposed (Bohland et al, 2009) filling in this knowledge gap at the mesoscopic 

scale, by systematically acquiring digital microscopic data sets of whole vertebrate brains, after 

placing anterograde and retrograde tracer injections on a brain-wide spatial grid. This project has 

been carried out in the mouse, and is well underway in the marmoset, with over a peta-voxel of 

digital microscopic image data available on the web at http://brainarchitecture.org/ This talk will 

briefly review this work and present the web portal containing the data, and also discuss 

analytical tools drawn from computational geometry and topology that are being used to analyze 

these data sets. Finally, comments will be made on the connection between these real neural 

networks and the artificial neural networks that are foundational to modern machine learning/AI.  
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